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Nouvelle rnkthode de calcul des co~lditiolls d'ambiance darls un local et de sou bilan 
ther~nique en rkgilne pkriodique stable 

RBsu~ri : Ln pritzcipale dificriltd rlri nznintiet~ de Ia temnpdratrue ci I'itztb.ie~ir d'une chnmbre 
et rlrc calclil de son bilrrtl tlrer~r~iqrie, est de ddtert~ritlet cotruet~crblemet~t Ies retlrries de c/rnlelrr par 
les parois. 

A cetre f i r ,  les AA,  exposent upre nre'tl~ode substitrra~~t nlix tnlirs de /a cha~nbre des murs 
(( dqriiualetrts D, corrstitut!~ prrr utt seul vratc!riau l~onrogdtre. 

Le  bdto~l a dtd ckoisi porir I'dturie rf~i  mitr (( dqriioalent D. 
Delix pmois sotzf iher~nique~netzt dq~rionlentes qurmd In fetrrpknture de lelirs frrces internes 

n In me*t~re ualeur, atreinte setrsible~netrt ouec le rne*trre ddcrrlrge de ternps pour les n~e*r~resfltictun- 
riotts de I'rrtr~biance appliclrides slir lerrr face exrerne. L'nnzplifiide et In piriode de In sirrusoide 
sotrt seriles prises en co!~/pre. 

L'dpnisseur de pnroi c'quiualetzte et1 bdton m e'td cnlciile'e par ntdthode ntralogique pour rin 
certairr r~otnbre de parois lrsrtelles (mrrr's, pl(rfonds et plntrclrers). 

Le bila~r tlrernrique d'rme chatnbre esr ob~enu en rcrlditionnant les cliffdretztes charges thertni- 
flues; les apports dris crrr rayontrenlerzt solirite, ci l'dclclirage er nrr persot~rrel sotrt calculds sdpurd- 
t:rettt pour Etre fi~~rnlenretrt crjolctds heure prrr 11eur.e pet~dntrr Ies 24 heures d'une jourrrie. 

The calculation of the non-steady state, thermal behaviour of a room is difficult 
and demands highly developed methods of calculation which are not immediately 
available to everyone. Various well-known approximative lnethods exist for the calcu- 
lation of cooling load and surface temperatures, but these are either too difficult 
to use or so simpl~fied that the results deviate too much from the truth. One of the 
most accilrate methods for determining the non-steady state thermal behaviour of a 
room is the use of a RC-network analog computer, and this has been enlployed in 
developing the method of calci~lation described here. The purpose of this method is 
that it should be readily available and easy to use and at the salno time take into account 
the heat storage of the room in such a way that the results calculated approximate 
very closely those obtained by means of a RC-network analog computer [l]. 

Many factors, such as the building materials, the dimensions, the ventilation 
rate and the type of heat input, its magnitude, duration hour, etc., which are in- 
bolved in the calculations, make numerous combinations possible. A reduction 
in the number of combinations is obtained partly by using the superposition principle, 
and partly by converting the given room to a thernlally equivalent standard room, 
which has the same thermal properties and for which the effect of the various driving 
functions is known. 

If we assume that the driving functions are steady periodic (24 hr period) the 
heat storage of the room enclosure can be neglected and the mean tenlpcfilfilre of the 



room air can be calculated from the expression: 

where 

8 ,  is the 24-hour mean temperature of the outdoor air; 
8 ,  is the 24-hour mean temperature of the ventilation air; 
8, is the 24-hour mean temperature in the corridor; 
A is the sum of U-value X area of outer walls; 
B is the sum of U-value X area of the corridor; 
C is the quantity of ventilation air X specific heat; 
Q is the 24-hour total heat load from solar radiation, lighting, people, machines, 

etc. 

Two different forms of driving functions are used, i.e., a sine pulse and a square 
pulse of varying duration and repeated every 24 hours (figs. 1 and 2). The sine pulse 
is used as driving function for solar radiation and is usually made up of two pulses, 
one for diffuse radiation and one for direct radiation. The square pulse is used as 
driving function for the heat load from lighting, people, machines, etc. 

h = 1.7 W/mcC, c = 0.92 kJ/kg°C (concrete). For a given driving function, e.g. 
a sine pulse of 12-hours duration with a maximum intensity of 20 W/m2 and a venti- 
lation ratio V/A = 1.5, the amplitude and the phase lag for the room air, and the 
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Figs. 1 and 2 - Examples of the two types of heat gain driving functions. 

The ventilation rate is one of the important parameters in the calculation. If we 
assur i that the ventilation air is perfectly and momentarily mixed with the room air, 
the significant quantity is the ratio, VIA, of the volume of the ventilation air over the 
area of the r,mm enclosure. The calculations are carried out for a selected number 
of values of this ratio. 

The effect of the various driving functions depends largely on the construction 
and the heat srorage of the room enveiope eiements (wall, floor, ceiling, etc.). In order 
to reduce the number of all these combinations, the equivalent walls for various 
known wall constructions have to be found by means of a RC-network analog 
computer. A standard room is considered where all six "walls" are equal, and all 
surrounded by rooms with the same temperature variations as in the standard room. 
The "walls" afe homogeneous and consist of a material with y = 2 300 kg/m3, 

Fig. 4 

Figs. 3 and 4 -Amplitude of room air temperature (Q,) and surface temperature (Q,) of a 
standard room (VIA = 1.5) for a sine pulse heat flux as driving function, period 12 hr 
and 20 W/m2 amplitude. 



surface temperature for rooms with different wall thicknesses, are found (fig. 3). 
The heat flux can be supplied to the room in two different ways, either directly to 
the room air or to the wall surface. The results are shown in figures 3 and 4, and the 
difference is clearly seen. Figure 5 shows the 24-hour oscillation for a room with 
respectively 1.2 cm and 16 cm thick walls. The amplitude of the oscillation in the 
light room is significantly greater than in the heavy room. In figure 6, the two curves 
are drawn with the same amplitude, and it will be seen that the relative oscillation, 
apart from the phase lag, is almost independent of the wall thickness. (For short 
pulses of, for example, 4 hours, the deviation is somewhat greater.) 

If all the concrete walls in the standard room are replaced by a given wall construc- 
tion (homogeneous or unhomogeneous) and the same driving function is applied, 

Fig. 5 - The 24-hour oscillation of the room air temperatures for a room with respectively 
1.2 cm and 16 cm thick concrete walls. 

Fig. 6 - The relative amplitude corresponding to the room air temperatures on figure 5. 

it is possible, by comparing the amplitude of the given wall with those of the concrete 
walls, to find from figures 3 and 4 the concrete wall thickness which gives the ssrne 
amplitude. In this case the two walls are said to be ampiitude-equivalent [2]. When an 
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Fig. 7 

Fig. 8 

Figs. 7 and 8 -Amplitude of room air temperature (9,) and surface temperature (9,) of a 
standard room (VIA = 1.5) for a sine pulse heat flux as driving functioh, period 8 hr and 
20 W/m2 amplitude. 



investigation is then made as to how great the difference in phase lag is between the 
given wall and the concrete wali, it will be seen to be between 0 and 0.7 hours, depend- 
ing somewhat on the type of wall. This difference is so small that it can be neglected. 
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Fig. 10 

Figs. 9 and 10 -Amplitude of room air temperature (9,) and surface temperature (93 of a 
standard room (VIA = 1.5) for a sine pulse heat flux as driving function, period. 4 hr and 
20 W/mZ amplitude. 

2 X 9 mm gypsum board 
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2 X 9 mm gypsum board 
18 mm laminated wood 
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The curves giving the amplitude and phase lag are dependent on the form and 
duration of the heat flow. This can be seen by comparing figures 7, 8, 9 and 10, 
which show :he effect of an 8-hour and a 4-hour sine pulse, with figures 3 and 4, 
where the input was a 12-hour sine pulse. 

Another important factor in the thermal behaviour of the room is the distribution 
of the heai storage on the different walls. A room where half of the walls consists 
of 12 cm concrete and the other haif of 2.4 cm, will have an amplitude of the 24-hour 
oscillation which is 10% greater than if the heat storage had been evenly distributed 
corresponding to 7.2 cm concrete for all six walls. OR figure 11 are shown some 
examples. 
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Fig. 11 - Example of the correction when heat storage is not evenly distributed over the 
surfaces. 

When the final 24-hour oscillation has been determined from the individual 
contributions, one can calculate the coolin load required to bring the temperature 
down to a desired level. The same curves are used as in the determination of the 
effect of the heat flux, but with opposite signs. On the basis of the 24-hour mean 
temperature desired, the 24-hour cooling load can be calculated. The maximum cooling 
load can be found indirectly by estimating, from a knowledge of the total heat gain, 
the form which the cooling load should have, e.g. 4, 6, 8, or 12-hours sine pulse or 
square pulse. 

In the same manner as with contributions from the sun, light, persons, etc., the 
effect of the estimated cooling on the 24-hour oscillation is now calculated. If this 



deviates from that desired, thc procedure ~nust  be repeated. As the calculation is 
very simple, the correct cooling load can quickly be found. 

111 order to make the calculations, it is necessary to have: 

A. A table giving the thickness of equivalent walls for various wall, ceiling and 
floor constructions. 

B. For various pulses with varying form and duration, curves for the amplitude 
and the phase lag as a function of the equivalent thickness, when the heat flux is 
supplied partly to the room air and partly to the wall surfaces. 

C. A table for the relative 24-hour oscillation for each pulse. 
D. Curves !or the correction to be made when the heat storage is not evenly distributed 

over thc r ooln envelope. 

Calculation of the room air temperature. 

1. The 24-hour meal1 temperature is calculated from equation (1). 
2. The thickness of the equivalent concrete ~valls for the actual walls, ceiling and floor 

are deterr~itned by means of a table from which the nlean wall thickness for the 
whole room is calculated. 

3. The ratio of the volu~ne of the ventilatio~i air over the area of the room enclosure 
is calculated. 

4. The contribution of the various heat gains to the 24-hour oscillatiotl is calculated, 
the relative 24-hour oscillation being determined f r o ~ i ~  a table and the values 
inultiplied by the maxirnum amplitude, after it has been corrected for an uneven 
distribution of the heat storage. 

5. The final room air temperature is obtained by summation of the 24-hour mean 
temperature and the individual contributions. 

Calculation of the cooling load. 

1.  The 24-hour mean temperature for the room air with the desired maximum value 
is calculated, and the 24-hour cooling load is calculated from equation (1). 

2. The forin of the cooling load is estimated and the corresponding nlaximum 
amplitude is calculated. 

3. The effect of the cooling load is calculated according to point 4 above. 
4. The final room air temperature is obtained by surnlnation of the new 24-hour 

mean temperature and the individual contributions and is compared with that 
desired. 
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COMMENI'AIRE 

The equivalent concrete wall thickness to a given multilayer wall is practically 
independent of the frequency for oscillating times of l to 24 hours. It shall be pointed 
out that the equivalent thickness is dependent on whether the driving function is 
applied to the inside or outsicle face. 


